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Abstract 

Total population of Scheduled tribe is 10.43 crore which means 8.6% of the total population of India. Bhil is the largest ethnic 
group living in border area of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and Gujarat states. A Report of High Level Committee 
(2014) on Socio- economic, health, educational status of tribal communities, shows that the proportion of below poverty line 
(BPL) among Scheduled tribe is 43% compare with 22 % among general population. Poverty studies were mostly focusing on 
quantitative aspect of poverty. The qualitative aspect was hidden at village level structure where Bhil have day to day societal 
relation with dominant community     Poverty is a striking feature among Bhils where they are left to suffer every day without 
basic necessities of life. Bhils living in Shindkheda block of Dhule district were worked as wage labour with mainstream 
society. This study was undertaken to understand social and economic aspects of poverty among Bhils, the perception of Bhils 
about reason of unable to come out of trap of poverty and understanding tribal poverty in context of structural inequality at 
village level. 
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Introduction 

The Scheduled Tribe is politico- administrative category created under article 342 of constitution of India. Total population of 
Scheduled Tribe is 10.43 crore which means 8.6 percentage of total population of India. Poverty is a striking feature of the 
world where some people amass great wealth at the cost of others and large numbers of people are left to suffer every day 
without basic necessities of life. A Report of High Level Committee on Socio- economic, health, educational status of tribal 
communities, shows that below poverty line (BPL) among Scheduled tribe is 43 percentages compare with 22 percentages 
among general population. The school dropout rates among class I to X student 71 percentages among Scheduled tribe compare 
with 49 percentages in general population (Ministry of Tribal Affairs, 2014). There is gap of social and economic indicator 
between Scheduled tribe and non-scheduled tribe community and hence serious concern is these poverty indicators are not only 
large but also increasing.  
 
Thus this paper set to study understanding poverty among Bhil (Barda) community in context of social structure at village level/ 
micro level. This community is land less labour living in mainstream society. This is ethnic group. There habitat is separate and 
isolated from village known as ‘bhilati’. The impression of poverty is reflect in habitat with kuchha un-repair road which 
become muddy in rainy season and children are playing in muddy water, no sanitation facility even drinking water facility, 
kuchha house with single room for which bamboo, straw roof , stone and mud are used for it. The lives of Bhil are interwoven 
with those of rich mainstream society. Poverty cannot be study in isolation. Researcher wants to study poverty with view of 
village level dynamics, behavior of the people, perception about poverty because these all things are inter linked with each 
other.  This is a case study of Bhil community in four villages of Dhule district. The rational of selection of the Dhule district is 
on the base on relatively high poverty incidence and disparities in key social indicators.  

Objective  
1. To explore the perception of Bhils about poverty in village level structure.  

 
2. To study social relation among Bhils and other community in context sociological deprivation.  

 
3. To examine impact of government initiative /schemes of tribal development for reducing tribal poverty at village level.  

 
Research Method  

The Qualitative method design is used for this study. The qualitative methodologies are used in data collection, Data analysis 
and qualitative methodological procedure is used in research study.  In a qualitative research design, the researcher is using 
grounded theory approach through purposive sampling. Researcher is taking 15 samples for qualitative study of research. It is 
purposefully by homogeneous typology. 12 samples were Bhil person and 3 samples were important key persons at village level 
including Political leaders and tribal education expert. 
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The result 
 
The result include experiences of Bhils about poverty in these core categories a) perception about poverty, b) social relation and 
sociological deprivation and c) social exclusion of poor in poverty alleviation Schemes. The result is presented with frequent 
categories with core categories. 
 

A) Perception of the Bhils about poverty 

The perception of Bhil about poverty in village level shows with frequent categories of experience of hunger as phenomenon, 
experience of Bhil as deprive community and Bhils unable to change their desperate situation.  These themes were come though 
their personal experiences, positive & negative feelings and situation at village level structure.  

i) Bhils experience poverty from generation & feeling of Resource less 

The participants reported the poor Bhil community had no choice of become rich. They had some reason from their ancestor. 
They feeling of being a poor by born was accepted by the respondent and current situation as agriculture wage labour was not 
enough for comes out of poverty.  Sindhubai Bapu Bhil states, 

“ancestor of rich household were wealthy/ earned more…..our ancestor were nacked (poor)………how much we had earned on 
daily wages……….and purchase farms……..that was reason why our people were poor”.  

The respondent evident that wealthy ancestor made rich generation. He purchased agriculture land with big houses and hand 
over to next generation. For the respondent rich ancestor means well- being of next generation. The dominant communities have 
resources for their well- being.  They increased their wealth with their current resources. The poor ancestor made poor 
generation. The meaning of necked means resource less and didn’t hand over any resources. They were only hand over us 
poverty.  

B) Social relation among Bhil & other community in context of Sociological deprivation 

There are various sub categories comes under core category of social relation among Bhils and others. They were vested interest 
of dominant community, maintain structural inequality, attitude towards Bhil, Stubborn unwillingness to hire local landless and 
hiring of outside labour for seasonal agriculture work. Bhils have experience of power politics were recorded with group 
dynamics among Kunabi, other community & Bhil in Kurukwade village.  

i) Group dynamics with Bhils by dominant community and tried to maintain Structural Inequality at village 
level 

The experiences of Bhils are challenging the position of their community in village level structure. For instance Yuvraj 
experiences,  

 “There was group dynamics in this year. The group dynamics was between dominant Kunabi & Bhils. The reason behind it was 
encroachment of Bhils on barren land near baliraja talab (pond). This barren land is used by villagers for grazing of cattle’s. 
The livelihood of majority of dominant community had agriculture and dairy. This barren land has importance for it.” 

It is very evident that how group dynamics play important role on livelihood of Bhil in seasonal agriculture work. The 
harvesting period is one of the important seasons when extra workforce is required for complete agriculture task. It was seen 
that poor Adivasi family didn’t get work for peak period of agriculture at village level.   

The process of maintain structural inequality started with stubborn unwillingness to hire local tribe. There were changing 
attitude toward adivasis. They were excluded from the farm based work. The preference was given to Pawara tribe instead of 
local landless tribe. During conversation with local dominant community leader, 

“Pawara were hired for seasonal agriculture work because they were prompt for farm work, like come on the time, no need to 
monitoring, even finished their work timely. The local wage labour were lazy, did not have accountability and unable to work 
regularly.”  

These statements are evidence for stubborn unwillingness to hire local landless adivasis in farm work and hired outside labour 
for seasonal agriculture work. The fact behind it was the outside labor was hired from Shirpur block. The Shirpur block is 
adjoining to Shindkheda block.   Pawara a sub tribe of Bhil is living on the border of Maharashtra & Madhya Pradesh. These 
labour hired with special benefits.  

ii) Social relation with Bhils were reflect with vested interest of dominant community 

Even group dynamics was reflected in form of encroachment by Adivasi on barren land which is adjoining to village. The 
vested interest of dominant community was raised. The livelihood of dominant community is based on dairy and it was 
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important part of village economy.  After understanding views of respondent in focus group discussion (FGD), Adivasi had 
justification for their encroachment. From the legal point encroachment is illegal term but on the basis of humanitarian ground 
adivasi raised a question on their existence in village. Later on it was also seen in FGD. One of the elder community members 
stated that 

“If villagers had think about the well being of the cattle then why not about Bhils? Whether adivasis are human being? Our 
position is lower than cattle in the village. So we decided to encroach on barren land. We had worked hard for six month by 
cutting bushes and clean up land. Dominant community had opposed it but Bhils were determined about encroachment. If they 
lodge complaint against us then we will ask authority that do we have right to survival in this country or not.”  

 These experiences evident that politics of power dynamics and vested interested of dominant community result in maintain 
structural inequality in village. The question of well-being of the Bhil was also raised by respondent. It was reflect the 
perception of dominant community toward Bhil. They protect vested interest and dairy economy rather than poor Adivasi.  

C) Social Exclusion of Bhils in Government Poverty Alleviation Schemes 

The core category of Social Exclusion of poor in Government Poverty Alleviation Schemes have different sub categories 
includes poor unable to get access government scheme, social exclusion of poor on base of selection criteria and need policy 
level changes in government schemes. The experience attributed toward poverty that poor Bhils were unable to get benefit of 
government schemes. The Bhils have challenges to get benefit like lack of documents, cultural practices and migration to other 
place and unable to money in changing hand. The social exclusion of Bhils on base of selection for government schemes are 
following challenges. 

i. The Dominant communities have prejudices with Bhil community.  These experiences in village as well as government 
officials. 

ii. Decision of beneficiary for government schemes are based on local situation. The political influence of majority 
dominant on poor marginalize Bhil beneficiary. In process of beneficiary selection the voices of poor were unheard. 

Discussion 

The status of Bhils was as agriculture wage labour on the bottom of the village structure and dependent on primary sector of 
economy. Dominant community had Ownership of agriculture land. In village level dynamics, Bhils were excluded from their 
livelihood.  In India, exclusion is embedded in societal interrelation and institution that exclude, discriminate, isolate and 
deprive some groups on basis of their identities like caste and ethnicity. The nature of exclusion revolving around the caste 
system particularly needs to be discerned and conceptualized (Rao Y C, Karakoti S. 2010). 

An empirical evidence of social relation among Bhils and other community shows the process of Bhils as ethnic group were 
excluded in the village society where they live and outcome of the process was Bhils were labeled as being excluded. Social 
exclusion emphasizes two crucial dimensions involving notion of exclusion, namely on the “societal institution” (of exclusion), 
and their “outcomes” (in terms of deprivation). In order to understand the dimension of exclusion, it is necessary understand the 
societal interrelation and institutions, which leads to exclusion of certain group and deprivation in multiple spare- civil, cultural, 
political and economic. Thus broader understanding of the concept exclusion, insight into societal process and institution of 
exclusion are as important as the outcome in terms of deprivation of certain groups (Rao Y C, Karakoti S. 2010). Bhils have 
suffer social exclusion on multiple spare where they have denied work opportunity at village level, not understanding tribe as 
ethnic culture, unable to access for government schemes etc.  These all factors were lead to poverty and deprivation among 
Bhils.   

Poverty may be both the cause and consequences of social exclusion. Bhils were part of village society but being socially 
excluded became vulnerable and socially deprived. The experiences and perception of the Bhils about poverty were reflecting in 
forms of hunger, sadness, helpless, loneliness and resource less. Deprivation is multidimensional concept involving not only 
lack of income and wealth but also social inferiority, disability, powerlessness, and physical and social isolation (Chattopadhyay 
Arpita, 2013). It was continued with forcefully migration to southern part of Gujraj and exploitation of Bhils as bonded labour 
by Mukadams. It becomes phenomenon to take advance money in rainy season and again migrate for sugarcane cutting. It 
became dual exploitation when Bhils household who unable to return borrow money to village level money lender.  

Conclusion 

All these experiences by the respondent were show struggle of Adivasi with in village structure. Group dynamics situation 
create action and reaction by both of community with anger and aggression. Dominant community had discriminated Adivasi as 
being poor in employment and excluded them employment through process of maintain structural inequality. Being part of 
village community the poor Adivasi was isolated.  

Rural economy is based on agriculture and poor Adivasi depends on farm based work as primary source of income. July to 
December was peak period for farm based work and March to June was lean period. It was challenging for landless poor. They 
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were vulnerable.  Hunger becomes basic need and there was no food chain supply to Bhil. The phenomena leads to forcefully 
migration form village.     

Migrated Bhils households were suffering from exploitation. They received advance money at rainy season for their survival but 
advance money will repay with interest. This money made him bondage labour for working in sugarcane field. The sugar 
factory wants contract labour for saving their money. Bhils were working in inhumane condition without any facilities like 
housing as slum on roadway, no sanitation facilities and no overtime money. Even their wages were hold by Mukadam until end 
of harvesting period. This makes cycle of poverty where migrated household again receive advance money and plan for 
migration for next year. And Bhil household took loan from moneylender they were unable to return their village without 
money. 
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